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Abstract
This thesis work presents one possible solution to the lifelong learner
modeling problem in academic networks. The hypothesis that mining the user
academic interests from the authors’ published work would allow modeling of
an "academic lifelong learner" profile based on this information is verified and
confirmed. The result of the approach is the web service named LLMIAN,
which consists of a state-of-the-art publication search engine combined with
the state-of-the-art linguistic keyword extraction algorithms with the novel
keyword weighting algorithm.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Lifelong learner modeling is as process of creating and modifying a
model of a learner who tends to acquire new or modify his existing
knowledge, skills, values or preferences continuously over a longer
time span. The lifelong learning process is usually motivated by some
kind of a long-term goal and may evolve by different means e.g. by classical education, experience, study, training or personal development.
With the recent evolution of web 2.0 it can also be augmented by incorporating e-learning. Every modern supportive e-learning system is
based on a specific user model which typically represents a collection
of personal data related to a learner. User modeling is an important
research area of Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) and it addresses
the issues of providing and personalizing "the right information at the
right time, in the right way" [23]. Consequently, it is also closely related to Information Retrieval and Extraction. Interfaces of the Lifelong
Learner Model are usually deployed as an intelligent agent-like middleware that performs different information-gathering tasks and act as
a proxy that mediates requests between the user and the model. The
agent-oriented development is currently one of the major topics in Information Systems, combining multiple research areas such as information retrieval, user interface design and network management.
This work provides the academic learner model fundament in the context of the upcoming Professional Responsive Mobile Personal Learning Environment (PRiME) project. It is realized in the form of a web
service that is called LLMIAN (Lifelong Learner Modeling In Academic
Networks) which allows the user to retrieve the academic interests of a
subject, based on its previously published academic papers. This report
is intended for experts in the TEL research area, but it may also prove to
be of use for everyone who wishes to know how the core of the service
works.
Following sections of this chapter explain the background of the problem we are facing and subsequently present the research question and
the aims of this work.

Lifelong Learner
Model

Purpose and
situation

Chapter 1. Introduction
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1.1 Background

Information
overload

Lifelong Learner
Model

Over the centuries mankind has been sating its thirst for information
and learning material with all possible means both in verbal and in
written form. In earlier stages the information was scarce and gathering
material was not an easy task. Findings of better information mediums
and use of modern technologies are constantly making this task simpler. However, with the rise of Internet and development of web 2.0 we
are witnessing a new type of "the needle in the hay" problem. Once online, we find ourselves surrounded by an incredible amount of data and
we are forced to invest time and effort to find the right one. This problem is called the infomation overload [9]. Such "explosion in corporate
information has created almost as many problems as it has solved"[8].
The study "Dying for Information?" [8] published by Reuters revealed
that this state can have a major impact on health, as it creates stress,
tension, fear and frustration for the individual along with unnecessary
procrastination and distraction in his professional environment. This
leads to the Information Fatigue Syndrome (IFS) or "weariness or overwhelming feeling of being faced with an indigestible or incomprehensible amount of information" 1 . This problem is not only related to corporate business for it is also observed in many other areas as well [20] and
especially in modern e-learning environments where the learners have
access to large amounts of learning materials. Finding the "right information at the right time" in a state of information overload is difficult,
yet paramount for the learner modeling task.
In the forementioned state of information overload, most of the learning
information data remains unused. Noting this issue, Kay and Kummerfeld [36] defined a Lifelong Learner Model which supports the learner
and personalized learning applications over the long term while taking individual’s long term development into account. The model deals
with the second major challenge of user modeling - it provides the information "in the right way" and the challenges include "the creation of
a suitable technical framework as well as associated interfaces to support a learner in transforming arbitrary collections of learning data into
a lifelong learner model"[36]. This means that we need to create "effective interfaces for control over the lifelong learner model and effective
views of it, ontological challenges to support effective aggregation, interpretation and interoperability".
The idea of this thesis is to adopt the concept of Kay and Kummerfeld
and apply it in academic networks. Such an extension should be able to
support professionals and academic staff in achieving their long-term
goal, which in this case is – the academic development.

1.2 Problem description and statement
The work of Kay and Kummerfeld [36] tackled with a set of key technical challenges of a Lifelong Learner problem and therefore formed
1 http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/information+fatigue+syndrome
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1.2. Problem description and statement
a part of a foundation for supporting lifelong learner modeling in general. This motivates us to try to move from the general Lifelong Learner
Model to a bit more specific situation. Let us set the long term goal to
’academic development’ and restrict the observation only on academic
networks such as CiteSeerX, ACM portal, BibSonomy, IEEE Xplore,
international journals etc. Long term goals are usualy rather ambiguous
and as such, ’academic development’ is no exception. So for the task at
hand we need a practical/comparable metric. The process of lifelong
learning towards our long term goal results in evolution of academic
interests which can be used as a metric. This raises the main research
question:

11

Problem

• How can we model a long term learner in respect to his academic
interests?
A user model which incorporates the evolution of academic interests
can be used to support the learner in the lifelong learning process in
an academic sense by motivating the learner through visualization of
his academic development. It can also be integrated into a higher level
recommender system which can automatically supply the learner with
additional learning material or advice on following course of actions.
Therefore I hypothesise:

Why is it
important?

• Mining the user academic interests from the authors’ published
work would allow modeling of an "academic lifelong learner"
profile based on this information.
The idea for this hypothesis comes partly from the motivation theory,
which states that a person can be motivated to reach the goal through
competition, recognition and cooperation. Simply put, the objective of
this work is to extract and visualize academic interests of a user in a
modular, reusable and understandable way. Technically speaking, the
aim of this thesis is to combine web, text and interest mining techniques
in order to create a lifelong learner profile based on the collected academic information of a user. Mining the user interests and the visualized clustering of publications would ideally allow the academic staff
to track the evolution of their academic interests and provide a basis for
a possible overlaying recommender system.
While coping with information overload, the task of user modeling
brings along a number of challenges with it as we need to "understand
the trade-offs, the promises, and the pitfalls (1) between adaptive and
adaptable systems; (2) between information delivery (push) and information access (pull) technologies; (3) between contextualized information representations and serendipity; and (4) how to move from our current desk-top environments to web-based environments" [23], but the
most challenging part of user modeling is not only to make information
available, but to provide just the "right information at the right time, in
the right way". This includes selecting or developing the right data mining tool (web and/or text) and knowledge extraction technique as well
as visualization and presentation of the result in an understandable and

Goal

Challenges

Chapter 1. Introduction
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modular way. For this we need to overclome technical challenges of creating effective and flexible interfaces and middleware that control and
provide a view of the model with the needed interoperability, information aggregation and interpretation.
The report is organized as follows:

Overview of the
report

Chapter 2 covers the main body of the thesis. Starting sections contain advanced preliminaries needed for a complete understanding of
the subsequent implementation and solution. The chapter ends with
analysis and evaluation of the developed service. Chapter 3 contains
discussion remarks about this work, an overview of related work and
outlook for further research.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical
and
Practical Background
This chapter contains the necessary theoretical and practical backround
needed for the complete understanding of the concept behind the system. The subsequent sections explain a variety of important aspects
that relate to lifelong learning, information retrieval and term extraction. Furthermore, we also take a look at available technologies and
systems that are later used either in their original or modified form in
the service itself. First, the Kay and Kummerfeld concept of lifelong
learner modeling [36] is explained, as that is where the idea for this
work finds its roots.

2.1 Lifelong Learner Model
There are six main roles identified in the Lifelong Learner Model [36]:

• Open learner modeling. The user interface deals with reflection,
planning, attention and forgetting. Issues such as scalability, privacy, cognitive joining of information and reasoning are the main
challenges for this step. The particularly important challenge is
also the problem of linking the learner model ontology to "developmental models" which is needed for interpretation of older
parts of the model. One of such possible interpretations may be
“she was an excellent reader for a first grader” [36].
• Aggregation of information. The user interface and middleware infrastructure must be able to support large amounts of information about the learner from different sources. It must provide the
user with a possibility to choose which sources of information
should be taken into account and linked to the model. Particular
challenge here is the correct automated communication between
ontologies of the data sources and the ontologies from the learner
model.
• Sharing the learner model. A lab-based evaluation study by Bull
[10] showed that flexible sharing of learner models is desired by

14
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most students. Main challenges here are privacy control and security management. The user must be able to control which parts
of the information will be shared. Furthermore, it may be useful
to provide different OLM interfaces for different user groups.

Roles of the
Lifelong Learner
Model

• Interpretation of learner information. The question how to measure
the success of learning is the main challenge in this step. It may be
done by assessments or comparisons of the learners’ performance
against a suitable peer group which is usually not applicable for
long-term models. Privacy also needs to be taken into account.
• Reuse by different applications. According to Kay et al. [36] the
Lifelong Learner Model profits the most from the ability to reuse
the information by different applications. The three challenges
here are the interface, middleware and ontologies – all able to
support the interoperability between different models and applications. There must be a standardization mapping between
different schemas and possible automated services that help the
learner to achieve their long term goals.
• Institutional use of long term data. Data mining on the long-term
learner model may provide both the learner and different institutions with new insights about important behavior patterns. These
could be used as a base for personal recommender systems.
Each of these roles brings their own respected technical challenges and
present a theoretical backbone of a general lifelong learning system.
These technical challenges vary somewhat in terms of meeting the users
needs but they share a few common traits: they all need a proper user
interface and a supporting middleware as well as comprehensible ontologies and standards.
Moreover, we must never forget that the ultimate goal and the main
challenge is to develop a system that provides the user the right information at the right time in the right way [23]:

• Fisher [23] states that providing the right information includes
"support for differential descriptions that relate new information
to information and concepts assumed to be known by a specific user, and embedded critiquing systems [24] that make information more relevant to the task-at-hand by generating interactions in real time, on demand, and suited to individual users as
needed".

Challenges of the
Lifelong Learner
Model

• Horvitz [33] takes the perspective that the human attention is the
most valuable and scarcest commodity in human-computer interaction and gives the hint to how to provide the information at
the right time. This requires a calculation and minimization of expected costs of intrusive interruptions while keeping the loss of
context sensitivity of deffered alerts in check.
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• The Shneidermans "golden rules of interface design" [55] and
Normans insights from "The Design of Everyday Things" [46]
provide the guidelines how to present the information in the right
way. The most important aspect here is that everything should be
made as simple to use as possible. For the purposes of user modeling, personalization is especially important.
First and foremost prerequisite for constructing such a system is that
we find the right information to begin with. This task effectively falls in
the category of Information Retrieval (IR), which is explained to some
extent in the following section.

2.2 Information retrieval
The previous section explained the theoretical framework for a lifelong learner model. In our particular case, where we are dealing only
with academic interests, it is crucial that we find a good interest mining
method. Luckily, the area of information retrieval offers just that.
The field of information retrieval (IR) was born as a solution to the ’needle in the haystack’ problem in the state of information overload. The
research in this area has led to the development of wide range of IR
methods and techniques that are nowadays used by search engines on
everyday basis. An IR system is a system which analyses, processes and
stores information and retrieves the ones that match the desired criteria.
The system indexes the information using some form of a index term,
usually a keyword with a meaning of its own, which in turn is usually
a noun [6].
The idea for this dates back to 1950s, when H. P. Luhn. [41] proposed
one of the pioneering methods in IR, using words as indexing units for
documents which could subsequently be used for retrieval. The next
big step was the evaluation methodology for retrieval systems done in
the Cranfield tests [18] which are still in use. These tests were done
as series of experiments run from mid 1950s to late 1960s. They were
done in two stages: Cranfield 1 (1957-1961) and Cranfield 2 (1963-1966).
The goal of the tests was to affirm the assumtion that the critical step in
information management and retrieval is the construction of index.
The results were quite the contrary.[18]. The result of Cranfield 1 was
that the effectiveness of different indexing languages proved to be almost identical. It even states that the simplest of indexing methods
proved to be just as viable (if not better) as the most complicated
and advanced ones. Cranfield 2 was inspired by the results of these
experiments and it was done to check precisely what components of
an indexing language were crucial to the retrieval effectiveness. They
checked and compared three types of indexing languages: single terms,
multi-terms, and a thesaurus-based controlled languages. The result

History

Cranfield results
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was groundbreaking - simplest form of single terms languages outperformed (though barely) both multi-terms and controlled language. This
was a major surprise to the researchers, as Cleverdon [18] states:
"Quite the most astonishing and seemingly inexplicable conclusion that arises
from the project is that the single term index languages are superior to any
other type. This is mainly evidenced by the results based on the normalised
recall ratios, but also, although less obviously, by the comparison of different
systems using the conventional coordination level cut-off. This conclusion is
so controversial and so unexpected that it is bound to throw considerable doubt
on the methods which have been used to obtain these results, and our own first
reaction was to doubt the evidence. A complete recheck has failed to reveal any
discrepancies, and unless one is prepared to say that the whole test conception is so much at fault that the results are completely distorted, then there is
no other course except to attempt to explain the results which seem to offend
against every canon on which we were trained as librarians."
The most important theoretical result of the Cranfield experiments is
the finding that there is no need for complex or controlled indexing schemes for effective retrieval. This is the first principle that the
LLMIAN service follows. However, this does not mean that information retrieval is made easy. The next section explains the challenges in
the field of information retrieval.

2.2.1 Challenges
As a research field, Information Retrieval is inacurate at best. The Cranfield tests were a milestone in IR research. They defined the desired
properties of an IR system. The two most critical properties that serve
as a tool for measurement of search effectiveness are

• recall, the proportion of relevant documents retrieved by the system and
• precision, the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant
From [18] it is clear that a good IR system should retrieve as many relevant documents as possible (high recall), and it should retrieve very
few non-relevant documents (high precision). The problem is that typically the higher the recall becomes, the lower the precision gets and vice
versa.
In the brief overview of the modern IR [56] Singhal explains that both
recall and precision are set oriented measures and have no notion of
ranked retrieval. Furthermore, he states that the researchers usually
try several variants of recall and precision to evaluate ranked retrieval.
The book Introduction to Modern Information Retrieval [54] introduces
average precision - a measure computed and averaged at different recall
points which is used to evaluate ranked retrieval.
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Plainly put, the idea is to try to find a good threshold to balance out
the recall and precision according to which property is more important
for a certain system. The researchers can also chose to combine two
thresholds - they could for example use a high recall threshold at start
and use high precision threshold for the top results only. A variant of
this idea is also used in the practical work of this thesis and will be
explained in detail in the chapter Solution.
However the threshold is chosen, we are bound to deal with data that
is incorrectly identified as relevant (false positives) and have to count
on missing some relevant data (false negatives). There are three main
reasons this occurs [28]:

• Ambiguity, when one word may have multiple senses. This leads
to retrieval of documents which share some of the same words as
the query, but do not share the same word sense as the query.
Thus we get false positives and lower precision.
• Synonymy, when two words share the same sense (e.g. ’dog’ vs
’hound’,’pup’, ’mutt’ etc), leads to missing relevant data.
• Hyponymy, when of two words one is an example of the other
(e.g. ’blue’ vs ’turquise’, ’aquamarine’ etc.), is also a culprit for
many false negatives.
Krovetz and Croft [37] state that recall failures occur mostly due to overlooked related terms (synonyms or hyponyms) but ambiguity also contributes to lower precision. To make the things even more challenging,
there is also a possibility of terminology mismatch between the users’
query and document contents. All these problems combined explain
why the objective evaluation of search effectiveness is crucial to the
information retrieval research. The development of IR solutions has
progressed mostly by experimenting with different methods and techniques.
There were many advances in IR ever since the Cranfield tests. Some of
them (modernized to a certain extent) are still being used in the websearching algorithms. With the inception of the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) the scalability of these techniques could be tested on large
text collections. For the context of this work only the relevant textual IR
will be covered, starting with general models.

2.2.2 General models
In the "Modern Information Retrieval" [6] Baeza and Ribeiro differentiate three classic IR models: boolean (theoretic), vector (algebraic) and
probabilistic. The boolean systems allows the users to create a search
query using a complex composition of boolean operators AND, OR and
NOT. However, these models proved to be less effective then the others,

Common problems
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since no ranking was possible. The vector space model, probabilistic
models and inference network model are the most popular ranking systems. These rank the retrieved data by assigning some numeric score
to results. This numeric score is usually derived from the weights of
a specific term that has been used for indexing e.g. summarizing the
document contents.
There are many other models for information retrieval like the generalized vector space model, neural network model, or the probabilistic
models based on bayesian networks and belief networks - but these go
out of the scope of this work and are not directly relevant so the the
reader is advised to refer to the "Modern Information Retrieval" book
[6] for the details. The one model that will not be discussed in detail,
but is usable for the principle that is behind it is the inference network
model [59]. Here, the information retrieval is modeled as an inference
process in an inference network where the main idea is that "multiple
document and query representations are treated as evidence which is
combined to estimate the probability that a document satisfies a user’s
information need".
Before going into details of the models that are used in the solution,
some basic definitions are needed. For the purposes of this work, we
adopt the notation and the definitions introduced in the "Modern Information Retrieval" book [6]:
Notation Let t be the number of index terms in the system and k i be
a generic index term. K = {k1 , k2 , ..., k t } is the set of all index terms.
A weight wi,j > 0 is associated with each index term k i of a document d j . This weight is zero for an index term which does not appear in the document text. An index term vector ~
d j represented by
~d j = (w1,j , w2,j , ..., wt,j ) is associated with the document d j . Further, let
gi be a function that returns the weight associated with the index term
k i in any t-dimensional vector (i.e., gi (~
d j ) = wi,j ).

2.2.3 Probabilistic model

Background

The principle of Maron and Kuhns [43] that "a reference retrieval system
should rank the references in the collection in order of their probability
of relevance to the request, or of usefulness to the user, or of satisfying the user" was adopted by S. E. Robertson [49] who analysed it and
proposed the probabilistic ranking principle (PRP). This work was the
root of the whole family of IR models based on the principle that a collection should be ranked by decreasing probability of their relevance
to a query. Since then, many probabilistic models based on different
probability estimation have been developed.
These models share the following fundamental assumption [6]:
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Assumption (Probabilistic Principle) The model assumes that the probability of relevance depends on the user query q and the document representations (d j ) only. Further, the model assumes that there is an "ideal"
subset (R) of all documents which the user prefers as the answer set
for the query q. The documents in R are predicted to be relevant to the
query and the documents in R̄ are predicted to be non-relevant.
Baeza [6] gives a clear formality of the probabilistic model:
Definition Probabilistic model.

• Let the index term weight variables be binary wi,j ∈ {0, 1}, wi,q ∈
{0, 1}.
• A query q is a subset of index terms.
• Let R be the set of documents known to be relevant and R̄ its
complement.
• Let P( R|~d j ) be the probability that the document d j is relevant to
the query q and P( R̄|~
d j ) be the probability that d j is non-relevant
to q.
• The similarity sim(d j , q) of the document d j to the query q is defined as the ratio sim(d j , q) =
sim(d j , q) =

P(d~j | R)× P( R)
,
P(d~j | R̄)× P( R̄)

P( R|d~j )
P( R̄|d~j )

or after applying Bayes’ rule

where P(~
d j | R) is the probability of ran-

dombly selecting the document d j from the set R of relevant documents and P( R) is the probability that a randomly selected document from the entire collectionis relevant.

• Finally, since P( R) and P( R̄) are same for all the documents and
under assumption that the index terms are independent we get
sim(d j , q) ∼
sim(d j , q) ∼

P(d~j | R)

, and finally

P(d~j | R̄)
(∏ g (d~ )=1 P(k i | R))×(∏ g (d~ )=0 P(k¯i | R))
i j
i j
,
(∏
P(k i | R̄))×(∏
P(k¯i | R̄))
gi (d~j )=1

gi (d~j )=0

where P(k i | R) and P(k¯i | R) are the probability that the index term
k i is present and not present respectively in a randomly selected
document from the set R and R̄.

• This further leads to key expression for ranking computation in
the probabilistic model:
t

P(k | R)

sim(di , q) ∼ ∑ wi,q × wi,j × (log 1− P(ik | R) + log
i
i =1

1− P(k i | R̄)
)
P(k i | R̄)

The set R is unknown at the beginning and this is where different probabilistic family IR models start diverging. Croft and Harper [19] assume
that
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• P(k i | R) is constant for all index terms k i (P(k i | R) = 0.5),
• almost all documents in a collection are non-relevant to a query
(which usually holds for large collections) e.g. P(k i | R̄) = nNi ,
where N is the total number of documents and ni is the number
of documents which contain the index term k i .
This results with the scoring function:
t

• ∑ log
i =1

N − ni
ni

Baeza [6] discusses the main advantages and disadvantages of the probabilistic model. He explains that the main advantage is that the documents are ranked in decreasing order of their probability of being relevant and the disadvantages include "(1) the need to guess the initial separation of documents into relevant and non-relevant sets; (2) the fact that the
method does not take into account the frequency with which an index term occurs inside a document (i.e., all weights are binary); and (3) the adoption of the
independence assumption for index terms."

2.2.4 Vector space model

Background

Back in 1975 it became clear that the use of binary weights was a major
limitation and some kind of a model was needed that allowed partial
matching. The vector space model [29] represents text by high dimensional vector of terms (words or phrases) that are assigned some nonbinary weights. If a text contains a certain term, this term gets a nonzero value in its text-vector. Otherwise, a zero is assigned. This score
is later used to calculate a degree of similarity between a text-vector of
the document saved in system and the user query vector (which is a
text converted into a vector) and to rank the retrieved information accordingly.
Salton [29] suggests that "such a similarity measure might be an inverse
function of the angle between the corresponding vector pairs - when the term
assignment for two vectors is identical, the angle will be zero producing a maximum similarity measure." On the other hand, the cosine of the angle is
typically used as a numeric similarity since cosine has the nice property that it equals 1 for identical vectors and 0 for orthogonal vectors
as Baeza suggests [6]. Alternatively, Singhal [56] mentions the use of
the inner-product between the two document vector and the query vector as a similarity measure if all the vectors are forced to be unit length
(the cosine of the angle between two vectors will be the same as their
dot-product) but Jaccard-index (size of intersection divided by the size
of union of sample sets) may be successfully used just as well in some
special cases when the typical assumption that "almost all documents
in a collection are non-relevant to a query" does not necessarily hold
[38].
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Formally [6] :
Definition Vector space model.

• The weight wi,j associated with a pair (k i , d j ) is positive and nonbinary.
• The index terms in the query are also weighted.
• Let wi,q be the weight associated with the pair [k i , q], where wi,q ≥
0.
• The query vector ~q is defined as ~q = (w1,q , w2,q , ..., wt,q ), where t
is the total number of index terms in the system.
• The document vector ~d j is defined as ~d j = (w1,j , w2,j , ..., wt,j ).
With respect to this definition, the similarity measure that Baeza [6] suggests would be the cosine of the angle between the query vector and the
document vector:

• sim(d j , q) =

d~j ·~q
~
|d j |×|~q|

t

=

∑ wi,j ×wi,q
s
s
i =1

t

2 ×
∑ wi,j

i =1

t

2
∑ wi,q

i =1

On the other hand, if the vectors are forced to be unit length this simplifies to
t

• sim(d j , q) = ∑ wi,j · wti,q
i =1

Note that the model does not describe how exactly to define the
weights. This is actually the critical point which will be described in
the subsequent section.
It is clear from the definitions, that the vector space model is very simple and fast. However, despite its simplicity, it is a method proven to
be effective both in research and in practical appliances at TREC. Moreover, the researchers at TREC agree that it yields better or almost as
good results as the known alternatives. The main advantages of the
vector space model that made the model so popular are according to
Baeza [6]:

• its term-weighting scheme improves retrieval performance
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• its partial matching strategy allows retrieval of documents that
approximate the query conditions
• its (cosine) ranking formula sorts the documents according to
their degree of similarity to the query
The only piece of the information left to define is also the most important one - term weighting.

2.2.5 Term weighting
Term weighting is the most important factor for document ranking. As
such, it has been and it still is the focus of IR research worldwide. First
attempts on developing term weighting schemes have been mostly experimental. For vector space model [47] Robertson and Sparck did a
large scale experimentation and explored statistical techniques to exploit relevance information and apply them to weight search terms. On
the other hand, probabilistic model weighting depends on the estimation of various probabilities. Both models share the three main factors
for the term weight calculation [30]:

• Term Frequency (tf), words that occur more often in a document
are considered significant and should carry more weight. This
factor is used as a measure of how well the term describes the
document contents [6].
• Inverse Document Frequency (idf), words that are common in many
documents are considered less significant [35], since they cannot be used to distinguish the relevant from the irrelevant documents.
• Document Length, since the length of a document will usually impact the score (shorter documents will score less then the longer
ones), the result needs to be normalized
Formally [6]:
Definition Normalized frequency.

• The normalized frequency f i,j of term k i in the document d j is
given by:
f i,j =

f reqi,j
maxi f reqi,j

• where
N is the total number of documents in the system,
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• ni is the number of documents in which the index term k i appears,
• maxi is the maximum computed over all terms which are mentioned in the text of the document d j , and
• f reqi,j is the raw frequency of term k i in the document d j .
Definition Inverse document frequency.

• id f i = log nNi
Therefore, most of the popular term-weighting schemes named tf-idf
have the form

• wi,j = f i,j × id f i = f i,j =

f reqi,j
maxi f reqi,j

× log nNi

Salton and Buckley [15] suggest following scoring function:

• wi,q = 0.5 +

0.5 f reqi,q
maxi f reqi,q

× log nNi

However, there have been numerous improvements over the years e.g.
[48],[52], [2]. First of all, it was clear that raw term frequency was not
optimal, so a logarithmic function was used to dampen the frequency.
Then the Okapi BM25 [52] was introduced with a general version of
weights which take account of non-relevance as well as relevance information:
Okapi BM25 function
t

• ∑ w gen (kK1 ++1t)ft f
T ∈Q

(k3 +1)qt f
k3 +qt f

+ k2 · | Q| ·

avdl −dl
avdl +dl

• where Q is a query containing terms T and w gen is
k5√
(k
k5 + R 4

+ log

√
R
N
√
N −n ) + k5 + R

log

r +0.5
R−r +0.5

−

k6√
k6 + S

s+0.5
log S−
s+0.5

• where
• N is the number of documents in the collection
• n is the number of documents containing the term
• R is the number of known relevant documents
• r is the number of relevant documents containing the term
• S is the number of documents known to be non-relevant
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• s is the number of non-relevant documents containing the term,
• t f is the term frequency
• qt f is the term frequency in query
• avdl is the average document length
• dl is the document length
• K is k1 ((1 − b) + b · dl/avdl
• k1 ∈ [1, 2], b ∼ 0.75, k3 ∈ [0, 1000], k2 , k4 are preset constant parameters
• in short, the current State-of-the-art scoring function can be simplified to:
• ∑ log
T ∈Q

N −n+0.5
n+0.5

·

( k 1 +1) t f
dl )+ t f
(k1 (1−b)+b avdl

·

(k3 +1)qt f
k3 +qt f

Meanwhile, another group of researchers at Cornell University worked
on the so called "pivoted normalization weighting" [2]. This culminated
with the modification of the SMART retrieval system [53] for the purposes of spoken document retrieval and retrieval from very large collections [3] The result of this group was another state-of-the-art weighting
scheme:

•

1+log(1+log(t f ))
dl
t∈ Q,D (1−s)+s avdl

∑

· qt f · log

N +1
df

Most researchers today use one of the two forementioned weighting
schemes and a variation of them will be put to test in the implementation part of this work.
Another important aspect in IR is the query expansion.

2.2.6 Query expansion

Background

As we will see later in the evaluation chapter, using only a solid information retrieval model with a state-of-the-art weighting scheme already provides decent results. These results however, can be further
improved. We must not forget that the ultimate goal of this work is
to extract complete academic interests of a suject. Single word terms
are usually too ambiguous, or too coarse for that particular task. Even
worse, a search query which includes single word terms usualy returns
many non-relevan results. On the other hand, multi word terms may
contain important context and may capture specific meaning of a term
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more expressively. Meaningful additional words can also help disambiguate the original terms. Query expansion is a a technique that can
do much to improve document ranking significantly, especially when
combined with (pseudo) relevance feedback.
Query expansion was thought of as an answer to the three major problems in IR explained in section 2.2.1 - ambiguity, synonymy and hyponymy. This can be done manually, semi-manually and automatically
[14]. The goal of the expansion is to refine the search and increase overall precision (and sometimes recall). Since it cannot expected that a user
create a ’perfect’ search string, the researchers tried to use thesaurus to
augment the query using synonyms and hyponyms [34] thus revealing
two problems with the approach:

• Providing a suitable thesaurus for a particular situation proved
to be a harder task then it was originally thought. It can either
be carefully and slowly crafted for a specific purpose [27], selected from an available source (meaning that one must count
on ’knowledge gaps’) [40], or automatically (ad-hoc) generated.
Choosing the right method was the crucial step, since the results
ended up being only as good as the thesaurus itself.
• Direct use of synonims and hyponims led to loss of context of
the query, which had a major negative impact on precision. For
example, even if we could sometimes use the word "mannequin"
as a synonym for "model", it would be completely out of context
in the "lifelong learner model".
This however, does not mean that the idea is a bad one. Providing additional relevant or related words in a query can result in a vast improvement in the retrieval result. The automatic query expansion techniques
matured over the years with the methods using word cooccurrence as a
hint to the word context. One such technique is the Trigger Pairs Model
[28]. Based on [21] Gauch and Futrelle [28] suggest that the context of
a word is described by the preceding two context words and the following two context words. They compute a 600-dimensional vector of
mutual information values MI for the context word c appearing with
the target word w:

+ 1)
• MI (cw) = log( Nf c ffcw
w
They state, that "the mutual information is large whenever a context
word appears at a much higher frequency f cw in the neighborhood of
a target word than would be predicted from the overall frequencies in
the corpus, f c and f w ". This seems to be the correct approach to the
problem, since the classes of words they automatically clustered did
contain related words.
This idea was adopted by Chen and Sycara and formalized in WebMate
[12]:

25
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"If a word S is significantly correlated with another word T, then S, T is considered a trigger pair, with S being the trigger and T the triggered word. When
S occurs in the document, it triggers T, causing its probability estimate to
change. That is, when we see the word S appearing at some point in a text,
we expect the word T to appear somewhere after S with some confidence. The
mutual information MI that considers the words order is a measure of the
correlation and used to extract trigger pairs from large corpus. The mutual
information is given by the following formula:"
)
• MI (s, t) = P(s, t) log PP(s()s,t
P(t)

After sorting this mutual information in descending order they take the
top matches and use them to refine the query.
Another successful IR technique that deals with query modification
and search refining is relevance feedback introduced by Rocchio in
1965 [50]. This technique is based on the idea that the users can easily provide valuable feedback and mark some documents as relevant
or non-relevant. After each search-step, a user is asked to mark the
few top retrieved documents as relevant. With this additional information, the system response gets improved by automatically identifying
terms (words and phrases) from relevant documents, calculating their
weights and adding them to a new query. According to Salton [30] the
main advantages of relevance feedback is:

• "It shields the user from the details of the query formulation process, and
permits the construction of useful search statements without intimate
knowledge of collection make-up and search environment.
• It breaks down the search operation into a sequence of small search steps,
designed to approach the wanted subject area gradually.
• It provides a controlled query alteration process designed to emphasize
some terms and to deemphasize others, as required in particular search
environments."
This technique has shown promise in practice [32], but it’s semiautomatic nature was a limitation. We cannot expect the user to always
provide feedback, so this technique had to be improved - and it was
in early 1990. Early attempts on the improvement presented related
terms to the user who should pick the important ones to enchance the
query [4]. Next improvements were related to constructing an expert
IR system which reformulated the query with help of terms from online thesaurus [26] and [27]. The automatic term extractor "MAUI" [45],
[44] is based on this idea and utilizes semantic information extracted
from Wikipedia1 .

1 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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The presence of an online thesaurus however, is also a limitation. That
is why query expansion using context words (words that are surrounding or lie within some distance the target word) was introduced. There
are different techniques that deal with this kind of query expansion
including document clustering using cluster hypothesis [1] or Natural
Language Processing [58]. The clustering approaches usually join two
words with the highest similarity (usually cosine) in a two-word cluster, generate a new description for the cluster and continue comparison
between the clusters and remaining words selecting the most similar to
join. NLP approaches usually use Part-Of-Speech Text Tagging using
some existing lexicon and applying linguistic rules. One such system
is the Topia Term Extractor2 written by Stephan Richter and Russ Ferriday.
Another way for automatic query expansion is the pseudo-feedback
[16]. Pseudo feedback proved to be a de-facto successor of relevance
feedback. Compared to relevance feedback, pseudo-feedback does not
rely on user to provide input. Instead, it assumes that the top few resulting documents retrieved are relevant, so it automatically starts relevance feedback based on the pseudo-related terms extracted from these
documents. This improves retrieval performance without external interaction. The idea was proven in practice and is currently widely used,
especially for short user queries [38] and it is also needed for this work.
There are many other interesting IR techniques that can be used to extract the needed information without direct query expansion and one
of the most popular ones is collaborative filtering. Borchers [9] observes that "collaborative filtering is one of the many information retrieval techniques that rage from unfiltered to personalized and from
effortless to laburous". He depicts it graphically [see Fig xx] and gives
early Xerox PARC message annotation system "The Tapestry" as an example of the first step in automating recommendation-sharing between
the users. The Tapestry was followed by GroupLens and Ringo, recommendation systems that took into account the personal preference
of users with similar interests for calculation of the correlation strength.
These systems proved that the concept works and that its implementation enchances recal and precision.

2.2.7 Term Extraction Systems
Methods and techniques presented in the previous chapter are widely
used in modern IR systems. This section presents a few most popular
ones and explains the implementation behind it. The first three-steps
of a typical implementation of an information retrieval system which
most term extraction systems share, are:

2 http://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract

Collarborative
filtering
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indexing

Input cleaning

Stemming

• Indexing. Data structure most commonly used in the modern IR
systems is the inverted list data structure, which enables fast access to a list of documents containing a described term [56]. Singhal [56] further clarifies that this data structure is optimal since
the system is only interested in scoring a small number of documents that contain the search term. Therefore, only the documents with a positive score will be taken into account. The indexing process generates inverted files which form the inverted
index.
• Input cleaning. Stop words (the common non-infomative words
like in, the, a, of, etc.) are usually removed or ignored. The systems usually contain a dictionary of stop words which is used to
match the terms against. Input gets further modified by splitting
hyphenated words, removing or replacing apostrophes, punctuation marks, brackets, special characters, etc.
• Stemming. Stemming is the process of cutting a word down to
its root form. For example, if we are interested in ’information’,
there is a possibility that we are also interested in ’informative’,
or ’informing’, but there is also a danger of retrieving some false
positives as well, like ’informatics’. Many stemming algorithms
were deployed for different languages, with each own stemming
rules. One of the most popular ones for English language is the
Porter stemmer [17] and its variation, Snowball3 . Singhal [56]
clarifies, that for English languange, stemming does yield small
improvements in search effectiveness, but in case of false positives, the user can be considerably annoyed.
After the last step, the algorithms of different IR systems start to diverge. Some are based on linguistic rules and Part-Of-Speech (POS)
tagging, some are purely statistical, while the others use some combination of the two. Here are the most popular ones.

Yahoo Term Extraction and Content Analysis service
The Yahoo Content Analysis service4 is the successor of the previous
Term Extraction service that relies on a machine-learned ranking (MLR)
to extract key terms from the content. It detects entities/concepts, categories, and relationships within unstructured content, ranks them by
their overall relevance, resolves them into Wikipedia5 pages (if they can
be confidently identified), and annotates tags with relevant meta-data.

3 http://snowball.tartarus.org/
4 http://developer.yahoo.com/search/content/V2/contentAnalysis.html
5 http://www.wikipedia.org
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The Content Analysis service is available as an YQL table which can
be accessed either directly via web service6 or submitted using a HTTP
POST request.
Quick evaluation of the service yielded results with very high precision,
however, the recall rate of the service is also very low (e.g. submitting
a content of a few hundred KB in a query yields 6-7 results in total).

KEA
KEA [62] is an algorithm for automatically extracting keyphrases
(multi-word terms) from text. It uses lexical methods to identify candidates, calculates feature values (TFxIDF and first occurence) for each
and uses the Naïve Bayes machine-learning algorithm to predict which
candidates are valid keyphrases.
KEA algorithm consists of two stages [62]:

• Training. Create a model for identifying keyphrases, using training documents where the author’s keyphrases are known.
• Extraction. Choose keyphrases from a new document, using the
above model.
Evaluation of KEA [62] shows that the results of the algorithm are
comparative with similar state-of-the-art approaches. In average, it
matched between one and two of the five keyphrases chosen by the
author of the documents, which is considered to be good performance.
However, there is one major limitation in using KEA - to extract
keyphrases for new documents, a keyphrase extraction model must
be built from a set of documents for which we have author-assigned
keyphrases. This means, that the larger the corpus - the better the result and vice versa. If there are no documents with author-assigned
keyphrases, the results will be severely affected.

MAUI
The MAUI term extractor [45] has been developed by Olena Medelyan
as a part of her PhD project in the Department of Computer Science at
the University of Waikato, New Zealand. It is based on KEA with additional functionalities: it allows the assignment of topics to documents
based on terms from Wikipedia7 using Wikipedia Miner. It also expands the KEAs list of features (TFxIDF and first occurence) with length
6 http://developer.yahoo.com/yql/console/
7 http://wikipedia.org
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of candidate phrase in words (specificity) and topic coverage (node degree - number of semantic links that connects it to other terms in the
thesaurus).
Similar to KEA, Maui does thesaurus-based indexing of documents using machine learning. It uses controlled vocabulary which "helps eliminate the occurrence of meaningless or obviously incorrect phrases"[45]
but suffers at the same time from the same limitation as KEA. It needs
a few dozen manually indexed documents to achieve good results.
In short, Maui can be used for the following tasks:

• term assignment with a controlled vocabulary (or thesaurus)
• subject indexing
• topic indexing with terms from Wikipedia
• keyphrase extraction
• terminology extraction
• automatic tagging

Termine
Termine is a multi-word automatic term recognition service that combines both linguistic and statistical information. It is based on the Cvalue/NC-value method [25] and, compared to KEA/MAUI, requires
no external thesaurus.
The C-value method is split in two parts: linguistic and statistical. The
linguistic part consists of Part-of-speech tagger, linguistic filter and the
stop-list (e.g. Input cleaning). Frantzi et. al. state that the choice of
linguistic filter affects the precision and recall of the result and evaluate
three different filters:

• Noun+ Noun,
• ( Adj| Noun)+ Noun,
• (( Adj| Noun)| (( Adj| Noun)∗ ( NounPrep)? )( Adj| Noun)∗ ) Noun
Similar to the MAUI, the statistical part uses features to extract multiword term candidates. The features are:

• Total term frequency in the corpus.
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• Term frequency as part of other candidate terms.
• Number of the longer candidate terms.
• Cadidates number of words
This yields the standard TFxIDF-based C-value score [25]:

ln | a| · f ( a)
• C − value( a) = ln | a|( f ( a) −


1
P( Ta )∑ f (b))

a is not nested,
,
otherwise

b∈ Ta

where

• a is the candidate term,
• f ( a) is term frequency,
• Ta is the set of extracted candidates containing a, and
• P( Ta ) is the number of these candidates.
The NC-value takes context information into account. Similar to the
Trigger Pairs Model [28] mentioned in previous section, Termine calculates the number of terms a term context word appears with as a criterion for extraction. Formally [25]:

• weight(w) =

t(w)
n

where

• w is the context word,
• weight(w) is the assigned weight,
• t(w) is the number of terms the word w appears with,
• n is the total number of terms.
This yields the finaly NC-value score:

• NC − value( a) = 0.8C − value( a) + 0.2∑ f a (b)weight(b)
b ∈ Ca

where

• a is the candidate term,
• Ca is the set of distinct context words of a,
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• b is a word from Ca ,

• f a (b) is term b frequency as a context word of a,
• weight(b) is the weight of b as a term context word.
Frantzi et.al. report up to 75% precision rate for the top 40 results [25]
for the medical corpus experiments.

Topia Term Extraction
Topia Term Extractor8 (also its’ Ruby counterpart Phrasie9 and webservice FiveFilters10 ) is an open source automatic term extractor written in
python by Stephan Richter, Russ Ferriday and the Zope11 Community.
Similar to Termine, it uses both linguistical (Part-of-speech tagging) and
statistical analysis for ranked term extraction.
However, the statistical analysis is done in a very rough way - Topia
calculates the multi-word term weights as simply the amount of words
in the term. By default, it returns all terms with a ’strength’ larger than
one, regardless of the number of occurances. Even so, being not as sophisticated as other non-open source extractors like Termine or as robust as machine-learned ranking based on vast amounts of data like
Yahoo, it still yields very decent results.
If we combine it with a custom weighting function, we can distinguish
much more relevant results and improve the ranking significantly. This
can be seen in the subsequent chapter.

8 http://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract/
9 https://github.com/ashleyw/phrasie/
10 http://fivefilters.org/
11 http://www.zope.org/
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Chapter 3 Solution
The previous chapter presented objectives and potential methods that
are needed to reach the final goal of this thesis - to find, store and visualize the academic interests of a user. This chapter deals with the details
of the chosen set of methods.

3.1 Development Tools, Environment and
Technologies
The main body of this diploma thesis is split in three major objectives –
data retrieval, interest mining and visualization (see Figure 3.1). Meeting these objectives will lead to the fulfilment of the goal.

Figure 3.1: Conceptual approach

Keeping in mind the six main roles of the Lifelong Learner Model explained in previous chapter along with their respective prerequisites
and following "the right information at the right time in the right way"
paradigm - the LLMIAN service must be able to:

• have access to the vast amount of data available within web 2.0
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• gather and aggregate this data
• analyse the data with combined IR methods
• visualize the results, and
• share the results (for reuse and implementation)

Since such a service can be written in almost any modern programming languange with little difference in performance, choosing the
right framework for the task at hand was more a question of personal
preferrence than of any real limitations. However, the fact that some
components of the forementioned upcomming PRiME project are developed in PHP has helped with the decision.

Figure 3.2: Framework

After some consideration, the choice of the framework for the service
narrowed down to the standard Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
(AJAX) combination of CakePHP, Oracle MySQL, jQuery and D3.js (see
Figure 3.2). This combination has been proven in practice to be both
flexible and powerful.

3.1.1 CakePHP
Started in 2005, CakePHP1 is an open source cross-platform, PHP-based
framework. Similar to Ruby on Rails, it follows clean Model-ViewController (MVC) convention and other software engineering concepts
such as Convention over configuration, ActiveRecord, Association Data
Mapping and Front Controller. It is distributed under MIT licence and
has a grown community behind it. Ease of use, stability, security and
MVC convention are the reasons for choosing CakePHP as the heart of
the service.

1 http://cakephp.org/
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3.1.2 MySQL
MySQL2 is one of the most popular cross-platform open source relational database management systems. It offers high performance and
reliability and is able to handle vast amounts of data. It is a key part
of LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP / Perl / Python) with APIs
for most of the modern programming languages and has a huge open
source enterprise software stack. Data is stored in tables, with the standard SQL manipulating language. This makes it a logical choice for the
underlying database of the service.

3.1.3 jQuery and D3.js
jQuery is a lightweight, CSS3-compliant, cross-browser, fast and concise JavaScript library. It offers simplified HTML document traversing,
event handling, animation, and AJAX interactions for rapid web development. Plugins for jQuery range from simple AJAX effects and interface animations to most delicate utilities and widgets that can handle
very specific tasks. It is mostly used to create live-like web applications.

Figure 3.3: D3.js visualisation of network

Similar to jQuery, D33 is also a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data. D3 supports large datasets and dynamic behaviors for interaction and animation. D3 excels in visualisation tasks (see
Figure 3.3).

3.2 Data retrieval
The first challenge block incorporates data retrieval. This is done by
creating a custom service that crawls through the most commonly used

2 www.mysql.com/
3 http://d3js.org/
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academic networks and collects all the relevant academic paper information such as titles, abstracts, keywords and authors. The academic
networks include:

• Google Scholar Citations
• CiteSeer
• BibSonomy
• Mendeley
• dblp
• Microsoft academic search

Data retrieval
services

There are many other related Services as well, like CS BibTeX (DBLP),
io-port.net, CoRR, HAL, NZ-DL, Zentralblatt MATH, MathSciNet, Erdoes Number Proj., Math Genealogy Proj., CiteULike, ScientificCommons, Libra, Arnetminer, RePEc and others, but the information content of the six chosen academic networks cover a vast amount of academic information which is more then needed for this work. Most of
them also provide an Application Programming Interface (API) which
makes them easier to use. First step is to save the author name in
the local database (see Figure 3.16) and start the retrieval process. An
overview of the data retrieval is depicted in the Figure 3.4

3.2.1 Google Scholar Citations
The slogan of the Google Scholar4 "Stand on the shoulders of giants"
depicts perfectly the capabilities of the service. It is a search engine for
scholarly literature over a broad spectrum of disciplines and sources.
It can be used to find "articles, theses, books, abstracts and court opinions, from academic publishers, professional societies, online repositories, universities and other web sites" as stated on their website5 .
Google Scholar Citations6 offers a personalized access to Google
Scholar. A user is able to create a public author profile, follow up the
recent developments in any research area of interest and keep track of
citations to their publications via graph citations over time several precomputed citation metrics. According to the information published by
Google, "Google Scholar aims to rank documents the way researchers
do, weighing the full text of each document, where it was published,
who it was written by, as well as how often and how recently it has
been cited in other scholarly literature". Article citations are computed
4 http://scholar.google.com
5 http://scholar.google.com/intl/en/scholar/about.html
6 http://scholar.google.com/citations
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Figure 3.4: Overview of data retrieval process

and updated automatically with each Google Scholar update and include three metrics:

• The Hirsch h-index, based on the set of the users’s most cited
publications and on the number of citations they received in other
publications. The h-index with its h-core and h-median calculations is "the largest number h such that at least h articles in that
publication were cited at least h times each". The variations index
is supposed to measure the academic impact of the publisher and
his work.
• The i10-index, or the number of academic papers that were cited
at least ten times by other authors.
• Total number of citations.
There are often many versions of a work published in journal that appeared as preprints or conference papers beforehand. To deal with this
variety of multiple versions, Google Scholar groups them together to
improve the rankings of results.
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Google Scholar is de-facto flagship service for academic information retrieval. Moreover, if a person has created his public author profile, it
can also be used to find all his academic work 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Google Scholar author search

After extensive testing, the experiments have shown that Google
Scholar Citations retrieves not only the most results for a certain person, but also the most relevant ones. This is due to the fact that every
user has his own unique Google Scholar user ID as a result of creating a
public author profile. This helps disambiguate authors with the same,
or similar name. A typical situation where this particular feature really
shines is using "Chen Li" as author query (see Figure 3.6). Using this author query returns twelve different users of both genders. Without the
Google Scholar ID, the information retrieved from the service would be
too ambiguous and therefore completely useless for any kind of user
modeling.
However, even though the information from the Google Scholar is excellent, there is no API as of yet. The only way to communicate with
the service and automate the information retrieval is to create a custom
HTML crawler, or a bot that automatically loads and parses the information content from the HTML code directly.
The LLMIAN service uses the PHP function f ile_get_contents() for this
purpose, which reads entire file into a string. However, if an URL is
used instead of path to a local file, this function returns the contents of
the URL as a string instead. Simplified process of crawling is done as
follows:

• Start query triggers the first Ajax call to
http://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=search
_authors&mauthors=encodedAuthorName (see Figure 3.5)
• Google Scholar user ID is extracted.
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Figure 3.6: Google Scholar user ID helps disambiguate authors with similar
name

• For each N pages generate Ajax calls to
http://scholar.google.com/citations?user=userid&view_op=
list_works&pagesize=100&cstart=N (see Figure 3.7)
• Extract IDs of publications.
• Generate Ajax call for each publication to
http://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=view_citation
&hl=en&user=userid&citation_for_view=userid:publicationid
(see Figure 3.8)
• Extract title, authors, abstract, citations, date and, if needed, publication DOI (Digital Object Identifier) or download link.
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• (optional, disabled by default) automatic download of publications and parsing with pdfbox7
The results extracted from Google Scholar are usually very good, but
extracted abstracts (when available) have a flaw - they are limited in
length. After a certain string length, the abstract string gets cut down
and concatenated with "...". The part that was cut out can sometimes
be found either in the full text (PDF or PS file), or in some other online
repository.

Figure 3.7: Google Scholar author Figure 3.8: Google Scholar publicadetails
tion details

3.2.2 CiteSeerX
Similar to Google Scholar, CiteSeerX8 is a scientific literature digital library and search engine. It is developed at and hosted by the College
of Information Sciences and Technology at the Pennsylvania State University and it’s primary focus is on the literature in computer and information science. As stated on their website, CiteSeerx also provides
resources such as algorithms, data, metadata, services, techniques, and
software that can be used to promote other digital libraries. They use
their own methods to index PostScript and PDF academic publications
on the web.
Short list of features9 :

• Autonomous Citation Indexing (ACI)
• Citation statistics
• Citation reference linking
7 http://pdfbox.apache.org/
8 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
9 http://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/about
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• Citation context
• Awareness and tracking
• Related documents
• Full-text indexing
• Query-sensitive summaries
• Up-to-date web-crawling
• Complex queries over content and author initials possible
• Metadata of articles
• Personal Content Portal with personalized settings and social
network facilities
CiteSeerX uses citeseerxbot for web-crawling. It is a Focused Crawler
- a crawler that gathers information from websites of relevant or predefined topics that can be defined either in a crawl list or submitted
with an URL crawl request. The crawler obeys the standard robots.txt10
exclusion protocol. CiteSeerX data is compliant with the metadata harvesting protocol Open Archives Initiative11 (OAI).

Figure 3.9: CiteSeerX Dublin Core Metadata (oai_dc) response is in structured XML format

The difference between harvesting method and standard web crawling
is that harvesting gathers data in structured XML formats whereas web
crawling deals with unstructured string (see Figure 3.9). This makes the
search and relevant content retrieval much easier. The best thing about
OAI is it’s ubiquity: different institutional repositories can each have
their own particular collection policies and administrative systems, but
they are still linked into one large, a virtual, global repository12 . This
means that individual institutions can build their own individual repositories, but users are still able to search just one service to gain access
10 http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/appendix/notes.html#h-B.4.1.1
11 http://www.openarchives.org/pmh/
12 http://www.rsp.ac.uk/grow/registration/harvesting/
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to all of the content of all of the repositories. This service, OAI-PMH, is
simple both to implement and to use, but the query facilities are usually
very basic.

Information retrieval from CiteSeerX
CiteSeerX has an extensive up-to-date list of literature in computer and
information science. Even though the number of returned results is
usually less then the number of results from Google Scholar, or some
other digital libraries, the custom PostScript and PDF indexing methods
provide additional information about publications that were prior not
available. For example the cut-off part of abstracts from Google Scholar,
or no existing abstract can be usually filled with the information from
CiteSeerX.
As CiteSeerX data is OAI compliant, browsing or downloading records
programmatically from CiteSeerx OAI collection is done with the harvest url:

• http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/oai2
To return an item from the collection we need to provide the verb to list
the records and then to extract the items we need:

• http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/oai2?verb=ListRecords
&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
If we know the oai identifier we can apply the GetRecord verb to get
detailed information about the publication

• http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/oai2?verb=GetRecord
&identifier=oai:CiteSeerX.psu:xx.x.x.xxx.xxxx
&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
While this approach is very comfortable for downloading complete
data from CiteSeerX, the lack of query facilities make this approach
about just as effective as typical web crawler. This is the main reason that LLMIAN uses normal crawling instead. Simplified process of
crawling is done as follows:

• Start query triggers Ajax calls to
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/search?q=author%3A
(authorName)&sort=cite&t=doc&sort=cite&start=N
(see Figure 3.10)
• For each publication extract title, abstract, year, authors and DOI.
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Figure 3.10: CiteSeerX HTML response for publication query (relevant
part)

Data extracted in this way is usually of excellent quality. Where CiteSeerX is somewhat lacking in quantity of returned results, it makes up
in quality.

3.2.3 BibSonomy
Different from other typical digital libraries, BibSonomy13 is over all a
system for sharing bookmarks and lists of literature. It is hosted and
developed by the Knowledge and Data Engineering Group of the University of Kassel, Germany. BibSonomy users are able to store and tag
publications and bookmarks on the BibSonomy server. The system is
13 http://www.bibsonomy.org/
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very similar to delicious14 , but compared to the social nature of delicious, BibSonomy is more focused on academic networks and publications and knowledge sharing. The data stored on the server can be
freely accessed from the web.
The system relies on the principle of collaborative learning and filtering. Therefore, the amount of data available on BibSonomy grows with
the underlying community. Due to the fact that the data is inputted
by users and not by web crawling robots, the data is strongly personalized and usually well described. This is exactly the best feature of
the system, as it is the only system of the six chosen online repositories
that provides the ’human factor’ in the academic publication retrieval
process.

Information retrieval from BibSonomy
One more great thing about BibSonomy is the openness of the system.
BibSonomy provides a webservice using Representational State Transfer (REST) for the access to the system. This webservice exchange structured data valid to the BibSonomy XML schema15 where each accessible object (users, groups, posts and tags) has its own URI. BibSonomy
also has an excellent and very well documented API16 which can be
accessed either directly via webservice or with API clients which are
available for PERL, Python, PHP, or even with the help of their Java
client library. The authors also provide a plugin for the open source
bibliography reference manager JabRef17 , and even the SQL dumps18 .
Information retrieval process is done as follows:

• Create an instance of BibSonomy with credentials (authentication
is done via HTTP)
include "bibsonomy_api.php";
$bibsonomyfactory = new BibSonomyFactory();
$bibsonomy = $bibsonomyfactory->produce($username,
$BibSonomyUserAPIkey);
• Search for publications done by author
$posts = $bibsonomy->getPublicPosts("bibtex",
urlencode($authorname), NULL, NULL, $start,
$end);

14 http://delicious.com/
15 http://www.bibsonomy.org/help/doc/xmlschema.html
16 http://www.bibsonomy.org/help/doc/api.html
17 http://jabref.sourceforge.net/
18 http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/bibsonomy/dumps/
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• For each publication extract title, authors and tags
$title[$i] = $posts[$i]->getBibTex()->getTitle();
$authors[$i] = $posts[$i]->getBibTex()->getAuthor();
$tags[$i] = $posts[$i]->getTags();

3.2.4 Mendeley
Mendeley19 is a free cross-platform (Windows, Mac and Linux) reference manager and academic social network that can be used for the
organization of research and collaboration with other mendeley users
online. Mendeley can be used to:

• Automatically generate bibliographies from the added publications
• Import publications from other research software
• Find relevant papers based on user profile
• Access papers from anywhere online
• Read papers on the go, with the Mendeley iPhone app
Mendeley system consists of two components:

• Mendeley Desktop, which can be installed on a local computer,
can be used for indexing and extracting meta data from the added
documents. It provides a search function over the entire indexed
library, has annotation tools such as text highlighting and sticky
notes and it can export bibliographical references from the text.
• Mendeley web is the storage in the cloud. Free account provides
500MB of online storage space for documents for remote access,
syncing across computers, and document backup.
Both components can be used independently of each other and can
be used to collaborate with others via group review and editing of
documents. Such collaborative learning principle is also used to
find out which community is working on what and derive possible recommendations based on the present work. This is done in
a similar way as Amazon’s "customers who bought this item also
bought"recommendation service.

19 http://www.mendeley.com/
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Different from the other online repositories, that only store and provide typical publication infomation: date of the publication, title, authors and abstracts, Mendeley also provides keywords of the publication. The keywords are usually extracted from the full text of the paper
and as such, they can give a hint on the main topics of the academic
work. Experiments have shown that this piece of information is also
extremely useful for discerning academic interests of an author. This
makes Mendeley a very important source of information for this thesis.

Figure 3.11: Mendeley API JSON response for author query

Another great thing about Mendeley is the possibility to extend the
usability of the system with APIs and various plugins for Wordpress,
Twitter and other academic and social networks. Mendeley also provides recommendation system researchers with data on users and their
relationship with scientific literature for the purposes of DataTEL challenge20 .
The API is very well documented and pretty straightforward which
makes the system simple to use and integrate. It consists of a webservice that accepts HTTP requests and returns data in JSON format. The
process for LLMIAN is done in a few simple steps:

• Start query triggers an Ajax call to get the publications written by
the author:
http://api.mendeley.com/oapi/documents/search/
20 http://adenu.ia.uned.es/workshops/recsystel2010/datatel.htm
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authors:encodedAuthorName
/?consumer_key=xxxxxxxxxxxx (see Figure 3.11)

• Extract unique publication id’s (uuid)
• For each document uuid trigger an Ajax call to:
http://api.mendeley.com/oapi/documents/details/unique_uuid
/?consumer_key=xxxxxxxx (see Figure 3.12)
• Extract date, title, abstract, authors and keywords.

Figure 3.12: Mendeley API JSON response for publication query
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3.2.5 dblp
The DBLP Computer Science Bibliography 21 developed at the University of Trier back in 1993 has grown from a small experimental web
server to a major service used by the computer science research community. It is an XML-based (see Figure 3.13) digital library of publication
meta-data containing more then 2.1 million up-to-date entries.

Figure 3.13: DBLP XML structure

DBLP may be lacking in citation information and in covering of some
special subfields of computer science, but authors invested a lot of effort
in disambiguating different authors that share the same, or have a similar name. They try to identify the authors behind the research papers
and to treat synonyms and homonyms as precise as possible. Therefore,
DBLP passes the "Chen Li" test very successfully - in a way even better
then the Google Scholar. Compared to Google scholar where the author disambiguation is done by a human (and assigning him a unique
user id), the authors of dblp have developed an algorithm for this purpose. The main idea they use to identify names is to look at person pairs
which have the distance two in the coauthor graph and have a similar
name [39].

Information retrieval from DBLP
Similar to other open digital repositories, the whole DBLP data set is
available for download at http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/. Like
Mendeley, DBLP also has a very straightforward and simple API that
provides response in JSON (see Figure 3.14). This makes the data extraction from DBLP seemless - it is done in one single HTTP request:

• Start query triggers an Ajax call to:
http://www.dblp.org/search/api/?q=ce:author:
encodedAuthorName:*&h=1000&c=4&f=0&format=json
• Extract date, title, authors
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Even though the information content retrieved from DBLP is limited
only to the three most basic elements, the content is reliable and the
HTTP request gets answered extremely fast. This makes DBLP a great
source of basic, but valuable publication information.

3.2.6 Microsoft academic search
Citing the information from the Microsoft Academic Search (MAS)
website22 , MAS is a free service developed by Microsoft Research to
help scholars, scientists, students, and practitioners quickly and easily
find academic content, researchers, institutions, and activities. It indexed a vast amount of academic publications along with the key relationships between and among subjects, content, and authors in a manner that highlights the critical links that help define scientific research.
Similar to the Google Scholar, the search results get sorted by:

• their relevance to the query, and
• the ranking factor, calculated from the number and importance
of citations
Microsoft Academic Search also offers state of the art intra-linking of resources and unique academic network visualizations such as Academic
map, Co-author graph, paper citation graph etc.

Information retrieval from MAS
Microsoft is known to support developers and MAS is no exception.
They provide an excellent and very well documented API for MAS23 .
Retrieving data from MAS can be done either via SOAP or JSON. There
are seven main objects each with their respective properties in MAS including publication, author, conference, journal, organization, keyword
and domain. Practically any search query is allowed with the limitation
that the number of results is at most one hundred. For queries that return more then one hundred results, additional queries must be defined
along with the desired start and end variables. With this in mind, data
retrieval from MAS is done as follows:

21 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/

ley/db/

22 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
23 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/about/Microsoft%20Academic%20Search%20API

%20User%20Manual.pdf
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• Start query triggers an Ajax call to:
http://academic.research.microsoft.com/json.svc/
search?AppId=ApplicationKey&AuthorQuery
=encodedAuthorName&ResultObjects=Publication
&PublicationContent=AllInfo&StartIdx=1&EndIdx=100
(see Figure 3.15)
• Extract date, title, authors, keywords, abstract. Additionally extract the number of total results.
• If the number of total results is greater then hundred, then
• Split the total results in sets of hundred and generate Ajax calls
as long as needed:
http://academic.research.microsoft.com/json.svc/
search?AppId=ApplicationKey&AuthorQuery
=encodedAuthorName&ResultObjects=Publication
&PublicationContent=AllInfo&StartIdx=StartId
&EndIdx=StartId+99
Not only that the sheer amount of information gathered from MAS is
immense, but the quality of extracted data is also excellent. The number of results gathered from MAS is comparable to the number of results gathered from Google Scholar, with the difference that the MAS
information is more complete. The experiments have shown that MAS
provides the most complete data of all of the six chosen repositories.
However, it is also one of the slowest services. The limitation of hundred results per query highlights this fact even more. The exact values
can be found in the subsequent chapter where the response times of
services and functions of LLMIAN are presented in detail.

3.3 Interest Mining
Now that the information is available, it needs to be normalized, combined and prepared for text mining before any further interest mining
steps are taken. Also, underlying infrastructure must be able to support
this variety and amount of data. The underlying LLMIAN database infrastructure for this purpose is depicted in the Figure 3.16.

3.3.1 Combining the data
As explained in the previous section, the data is retrieved from different sources. Figure 3.17 gives an overview of the gathered information
so far. Every source has its own API and provides data in their own
format. Therefore, the first challenge block is to normalize the data to
a common format in order to make combining of the data possible. In
LLMIAN, this is done on the client side with the help of jQuery, in order
to be able to give the user transparent overview of the system (the user
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should be able to know what exactly is happening, how it is happening,
and over all - when it is happening). As soon as the data from a certain
source becomes available, the AuthorsController on the server creates
a very simple HTML View of the data from the respective source in the
form of a standard HTML table.
The Views (e.g. HTML tables) have the same structure for all sources
and they get appended dynamically to the index page. As a result, there
is a total of six tables containing the information from different sources,
but in standardized format. The whole process is hidden from the user
but it can be enabled if the debug level is set high enough in the code.
The structure of the standardized View tables is depicted on the Figure
3.18. At the same time, the server stores the publication information in
the local database in the table "publications". The "publications" table
contains the union of all the data elements gathered so far. The fields
are:

• id, the primary key, it is the publication unique ID
• sourceid, foreign key refferencing id of the source from the table
"source"
• year, containing the year the publication was published
• title, containing the title of the publication
• authors, containing authors of the publication formated as "first
name"+"middle name"+"last name" with comma as separator
• abtract, containing the abstract of the publication
• keywords, containing keywords of the publication
• citation, containing the citation count from Google Scholar
• tags, containing the tags of the publications
• mendeleyuuid, containing the unique publication id from mendeley
• mendeleydoi, containing the DOI extracted from mendeley
• gscholarpubid, containing the unique publication id from Google
Scholar
• created, one of the two default fields for CakePHP framework
• modified, one of the two default fields for CakePHP framework
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Once the publications have been successfully saved and the standardized tables are ready, the second step of the process, combining the data, begins. This process starts either by sending the complete data to the server directly with the help of jQuery function
getElementsByClassName() which returns all the elements of the same
class (e.g. titles, abstracts, authors, tags, dates and keywords), or by
feeding the server with the publication information from the database
directly. Either way, the core of combining process relies on the PHP
function similar_text which returns the similarity ratio between two
strings.
The process of combining is done on the server as follows:

• Clean the input data (remove whitespaces, tabs, new lines, remove capital letters and special characters etc.)
• Prepare an empty array of combined publications (containing "title", "authors", "year", "abstract", "keywords", "tags" and "citations")
• If the DBLP information exists, fill the array with DBLP data ("title","authors","year"). Otherwise fill it with the information from
the first available source.
• For each existing publication from other sources and for each
existing entry in combined publications array calculate the similarity between the titles:
similart ext($combinedpublication[0 title0 ], $someSource[0 title0 ], $similarity);
• If similarity is greater than 90% (variable $similarity > 90) assume that the publication is the same and only fill in the missing
fields according to the priority list.
• Otherwise assume that publications are different and add the
new publication to the combined publication array.
• Repeat until there are no new publications.
The priority list is set manually and defines source priorities for a certain data element. For example, if both Mendeley and Google Scholar
have abstract elements for a certain publication, the abstract element
from Mendeley will be taken into account and the element from Google
Scholar will be ignored. Conversely, if Microsoft Academic Search also
returns an abstract for the same publication, it will have the highest
priority since MAS usually has the best and most complete data. The
abstract element will get updated accordingly.
Once the data is processed, the AuthorsController generates a View that
contains the table with combined data (see Figure 3.19).
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3.3.2 Analysing the data (extracting key terms)
Having the combined data ready, we can finally start with the term
extraction. The different ways to deal with key term extraction were
explained in the last section of Chapter 2. Knowing the nature and features of the data at hand always helps to choose the right method. We
can exploit the fact that our data is of academic origin which is much
less prone to typos and other types of errors that we usually have to
take into account while doing text processing. This simplifies the text
mining task significantly. For the purposes of this work, the linguistic
methods proved to be viable and produced the best results. These include Yahoo Content Analysis, Topia Term Extractor and FiveFilters24
which is also based on Topia (see Figure 3.20).
These analysers deal with keyword extraction exceptionally good but
with the exception of Yahoo Content Analysis, they give no clue to the
relevance strength. The downside of Yahoo webservice is, as stated earlier, the fact that the number of returned results is very low, even though
it is excellent. This is why the function called WordFreq is also a part of
the LLMIAN service. WordFreq is a function that provides basic statistical information about the analysed data and calculates score for each
word based on its normalized term frequency. The supporting database
structure is depicted on Figure 3.21.
Term extraction in LLMIAN is done simultaniously for the three extractors and the WordFreq function as follows:

Yahoo Content Analysis
• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters, brackets,
slashes, set capital letters to lower case etc.
• Prepare the data: concatenate titles, abstracts, tags and keywords
• Split the data: if the concatenated string is longer than 150 000
characters, split the string in chunks of 150k
• Send the data: for each 150k chunk generate an Ajax call via CURL
to
http://query.yahooapis.com/v1/public/yql
with the query
q=select * from contentanalysis.analyze where
text="stringChunksToSend"
• Parse the results: the XML data received is parsed

24 http://fivefilters.org/term-extraction/
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• Filter the results: due to string split it may occur that some results
are multiplied; the duplicates are removed.
• Save the results to DB: extract yahoo categories, entities and related
links and save to table "Interests"
Note that splitting data is done for two reasons: (1) it usually increases
result feedback from the Yahoo web service, and (2) sending huge string
chunks usually returns an error.

FiveFilters
• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters, brackets,
slashes, set capital letters to lower case etc.
• Prepare the data: concatenate titles, abstracts, tags and keywords
• Send the data: generate an Ajax call via CURL to
http://term-extraction.appspot.com/terms
, with the content
content="stringToSend"
• Parse the results: the data received in JSON format is parsed
• Save the results to DB: extract key terms and save to table "Interests"

Topia Term Extractor
• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters, brackets,
slashes, set capital letters to lower case etc.
• Prepare the data: concatenate titles, abstracts, tags and keywords
• Write the data to a local temporary file
• Configure Topia: set Topia to return every term up to term length
three (first score greater or equal one and second score at most
three)
• Run Topia: generate a system call to run Topia with the generated
temporary file as input

• Parse the results: the data received in JSON format is parsed
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• Save the results to DB: extract key terms and save to table "Interests"

3.3.3 Term weighting
The idea behind WordFreq is to apply a fair word weighting algorithm.
The reasoning of weight normalization is that the titles usually contain
more important and more compact information then abstracts. Conversely, keywords and tags are discutably closer to being identified as
interests than the information from titles or abstracts. However, if we
would leave the scoring at that level, we would favor the keywords and
tags far too much. This is especially notable in cases where an author
has many publications but very few of them with complete information
including tags and keywords. In such a case we would be practically
only concentrating on the few "complete" publications and extract the
academic interests wrongly. This is the reason to take into account the
number of publications that really contain the keywords or tags, but
still make a distinction between words originating from abstract and
words originating from a tag or a keyword. In detail, the process is
done as follows:

WordFreq
• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters, brackets,
slashes, set capital letters to lower case etc.
• Remove stopwords: remove the words such as "the", "an", "we",
"this", "that" etc. from abstracts and titles.
• Prepare the data: separately concatenate all abstracts, titles, keywords and tags.
• Calculate distinct weight factors for abstracts, titles, keywords and tags:
Let N be the total number of publications, K be the number
of publications that contain at least some keywords and T the
number of publications that contain at least some tags. Further let
maxlenght = max( abstractLenght, titlesLength).
The distinct factors are then calculated as:
maxlength
abstractLenght
maxlength
titlesWord f actor = titlesLength
maxlength T
tagsWord f actor = tagsLenght · N
maxlength
keywordsWord f actor = keywordsLenght

abstractWord f actor =

·

K
N
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• Apply stemming: apply Porter stemming to return the words to
their "root" form, but separately for abstracts, titles, keywords
and tags.
• Generate word frequency arrays: separately for abstracts, titles,
keywords and tags.
$ f reqDataAbstracts = array_count_values($stemmedlistabstracts);
$ f reqDataTitles = array_count_values($stemmedlisttitles);
$ f reqDataKeywords = array_count_values($stemmedlistkeywords);
$ f reqDataTags = array_count_values($stemmedlisttags);

• Calculate the word/weight pairs: create an array f reqData of unique
words from the four arrays by adding and multiplying the respective term frequency value with the word origin factor

• Generate the top M words list: with M ∈ {50, 200}
• Save the top M words to DB: return the top M words and save to
table "Interests"
Once we have the word/weight pairs, we can finally calculate the end
results:

• Let extractedTerm be a term retrieved from the term extractors
and (word, weightO f Word) be a word/weight pair from the top
M words.
We calculate the weight of the extractedTerm:
if extractedTerm contains the word, we add the weight of the
word to the weightO f ExtractedTerm
weightO f ExtractedTerm
=
weightO f ExtractedTerm +
weightO f Word
• Repeat until all extracted terms are weighted
• Save the end results to table "Results" (see Figure 3.22)
For example, if the terms "social", "network", "analysis", "social network", "network analysis" and "social network analysis" were extracted,
the algorithm would favor the multi word term "social network analysis" before "network analysis" and before "social network" since it
would carry the added weight of three words instead of only two. Single word terms are disfavored by the algorithm but they could still
show up in the top results, if they are deemed significant enough.
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3.3.4 API
As stated by Kay and Kummerfeld [36], reuse by different applications
is an important role of any Lifelong Learner Model. LLMIAN service
offers therefore a rudimentary, but useful API access to the system.
Since the system is open, it accepts standard HTTP requests without
(yet) a need for an API key. The response is in JSON format. There are
currently four main functions:

• getAuthors(): a function that returns a list of authors for whom
the interests have already been calculated. It can be accessed by
a call to:
supbrogra.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/llmian/Api/authors
• getInterests(authorName): a function that returns a list of general
interests for the given author. It is accessed by a call to:
supbrogra.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/llmian/Api/interests/
encodedAuthorName
• getResults(authorName): a function that returns a list of computed
interests for the given author. It is accessed by a call to:
supbrogra.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/llmian/Api/results/
encodedAuthorName
• getPublications(authorName): a function that returns a list of publications for the given author. It is accessed by a call to:
supbrogra.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/llmian/Api/publications/
encodedAuthorName

3.4 Visualization
The third part of the project was to create a service that will act both as
the middleware that controls the background processes and as the user
interface which gives the user the control and provides him with the
display of the obtained results in a user-friendly way. In accord with
the user interface design principles, the default UI is very simple (see
Figure 3.23).
Once the query has been started, a window appears providing the user
with information about the status of the system (see Figure 3.24). As
soon as the crawlers finish, message is displayed in the window status
bar and the analysers start processing. As soon as analysers finish processing, the respective analyser logo gets lit and the message informs
the user of the event. Once the results are ready, the button "show results" appears (see Figure 3.25).
The results are visually split in three main parts: (1) general interests
categories (see Figure 3.26), (2) related terms and links (see Figure 3.27),
and (3) calculated interest cloud (see Figure 3.28). However, due to the
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time constraints, the planned D3.js visualisation of "web of interests"
(like on the Figure 3.3) have not been implemented yet, but was postponed instead for the next release of LLMIAN.
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Figure 3.14: DBLP API JSON response
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Figure 3.15: Simplified MAS API JSON response
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Figure 3.16: LLMIAN database infrastructure for author/publication pairs.
Tables "Authors" and "Publications" are in many-many relationship connected via junction table "AuthorsPublications"

Figure 3.17: Overview of the gathered publication information

Figure 3.18: Structure of the standardized table. Only existing fields are
filled with information.
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Figure 3.19: Structure of the combined table.
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Figure 3.20: Overview of the term extractors.

Figure 3.21: Database structure for analysers. Table "Interests" contains
all extracted terms from WordFreq and the three term extractors along with their own respective details.

Figure 3.22: Database structure for analysers. Table "Results" contains all
the weighted extracted terms.
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Figure 3.23: LLMIAN User Interface - Author seach field. User may choose
the online repositories to search from.

Figure 3.24: LLMIAN User Interface Figure 3.25: LLMIAN User Inter- status window (loadface - status window
ing)
(loaded)

Figure 3.26: LLMIAN User Interface - General interests categories

Figure 3.27: LLMIAN User Interface - Related terms and links

Figure 3.28: LLMIAN User Interface - Interests cloud
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Analysis

and

This chapter describes the experiments conducted with the LLMIAN
service, the data used and the obtained results. The following questions
will be addressed in this chapter:

• How consistent are extracted academic interests compared to
those defined by authors themselves?
• How well does the system perform?
The experiment was performed with 23 author queries which produced
a total of 4625 publications from 6 academic network sources described
in the previous chapter. The authors that participated in the evaluation
were mostly computer science researchers. 12 of them are currently
doing research at the chair informatik 5, Information Systems led by
Prof. Dr. M. Jarke at RWTH Aachen University and 7 of the them at the
Learning Technologies Research Group of the chair Informatik 9. Out of
23 authors, there was a total of 8 female participants, 3 chair professors,
12 research assistants, and 6 post doctoral researchers.
Whenever possible, the academic interests consistency is measured by
computing:

• Precision, the percentage of extracted academic interests that are
correct
• Recall, the percentage of correct extracted academic interests out
of all known academic interests
• F-Measure, the harmonic mean of precision and recall
The precision and recall values are averaged over all calculable results.
Two different methods were used for the purposes of evaluation:

• Personal interview with the author
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• Empirical comparison of results with the information provided by the
author

4.1 Personal interview with the author
A personal interview is a straightforward method for evaluation. The
final results of the author query are split in three categories, "General
interests", "Related terms", and "Interest cloud" as described in section
3.4. These are presented to the author directly. The author is asked to
give a subjective, evaluative feedback separately for the results in the
three categories and judge the overall consistency and quality of the
automatically extracted academic interests.
The interview was performed with 7 computer science researchers at
RWTH Aachen University. The results (depicted in Figure 4.1) vary
significantly depending on the author.

Figure 4.1: Recall rate of academic interests extracted by LLMIAN service,
approximated subjectively by authors themselves.

The authors were not directly informed how the system works, but after
seeing the results, most of them were immediately aware that the system calculated the academic interests based on their past publications.
It is important to note, that the authors were asked to approximate the
overall recall rate of their academic interests, including the topics in
which they never published anything. The idea was to try to evaluate
not only how the system performs, but also to evaluate the idea of (lifelong) user modelling approach based on extracting information from
the published work. This is also one of the reasons why the "Overall"
result varies from the expected average of the three result categories.
Discussing the low recall rate reported by a test person 3, 6 and 7 with
authors, revealed a possibility to improve the system. In the current
state, the weighting algorithm of the service does not account the valuable information about the date when the work was published. As explained in Section 3.3, the system favors the key multi-word terms that
occur more often then the others. However, if an author changes his
areas of interest dynamically over time (like the interviewed authors),
the interest extraction will be outdated at best and incomplete with low
recall rate at worst. However, even without the "time factor", with the
approxmately 70% average subjective recall rate, the results were satisfactory.
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On the other hand, the reported high recall rate originates from authors
that either just started their research career or did not change their area
of interest in a longer time span.
Due to the approximative nature of the interview method, exact calculation of precision was not possible, but authors generally identified
most extracted terms with the exception of "related links" as relevant.

4.2 Empirical comparison of results
The second method of evaluation is not as straightforward as the interview. For the empirical comparison of authors academic interests
versus automatically extracted academic interests, we must either:

• gather a group of people that will: (1) manually search the web
(the search including, but not limited to academic networks), for
academic interests of a selected set of authors; and (2) manually
extract and define academic interests for each author from the set;
or

• we could find the existing information on the web presentations
or CV’s of authors themselves.
Both of these approaches are viable and have their own respective
strengths and weaknesses. The results from the first approach may not
neccessarily agree with the academic interests of the author. On the
other hand, the authors themselves may be a bit lenient when defining
their own academic interests. Moreover, as it will be seen in the results,
defining academic interests it is not a simple task and it is quite subjective. The format style of academic interests vary greatly from author to
author. They could be defined as simple as tags or keywords, or they
can be "hidden" in complex sentences. Therefore, a direct comparison
with the automatically extracted interests is also made more difficult.
Even though the first approach would certainly provide an invaluable
insight in, defining the academic interests, the limited time and resources unfortunately made the approach infeasible. The second approach is chosen and tested with 8 computer scientists from RWTH
Aachen.
The results can be seen in following Figures. The 100% matches are
depicted with green color. Matches that are synonims or matches that
are very similar or related with each other are depicted with yellow.
Non-existing matches are depicted with red.
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Figure 4.2: Academic interests of Figure 4.3: Automatically extracted
the author 1, as defined
academic interests by
by the author himself.
LLMIAN

As it can be deduced from the figures:

• the average precision is around 78%,
• the average recall rate is 72%,
• the F-measure is 74%, and
• the 100% match recall is 18%

4.3 Raw performance details
As described in Section 3.1, LLMIAN is hosted on an Apache webserver
running in a virtual machine based on Debian 6.0.6. The raw performance depends mostly on response time of external services, but also
on the size of data (the amount of papers an author has published). The
crawler runs for at most 80s. Expected response times are as follows:

• DBLP response time lies between 1s and 5s in average (one Ajax
call),
• BibSonomy response time is between 1s and 5s in average (one
Ajax call),
• Microsoft Academic Search takes 2-60s (average 5s) per Ajax call
(100 results per call)
• CiteSeerX response time is between 0.5s and 30s (average 2s),
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• Google Scholar response time is between 1 and 5s in average per
result,
• Mendeley response time is between 0.5s and 3s in average per
result
The performance of analysers depends heavily on the amount of processed data. The expected response times are as follows:

• WordFreq 1-15s,
• Topia Term Extractor 1-10s,
• Yahoo Content Analyser 1-15s,
• FiveFilters service 1-12s,
• Combining and calculating 1-15s,
At the moment, extracting academic interests of an author that is yet
unknown to the system, gets processed in at least 5 seconds and at most
2 minutes.
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Figure 4.4: Academic interests of Figure 4.5: Automatically extracted
the author 2, as defined
academic interests by
by the author himself.
LLMIAN

Figure 4.6: Academic interests of Figure 4.7: Automatically extracted
the author 3, as defined
academic interests by
by the author himself.
LLMIAN
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Figure 4.8: Academic interests of Figure 4.9: Automatically extracted
the author 4, as defined
academic interests by
by the author himself.
LLMIAN

Figure 4.10: Academic interests of
the author 5, as de- Figure 4.11: Automatically extracted
fined by the author himacademic interests by
LLMIAN
self.
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Figure 4.12: Academic interests of
the author 6, as de- Figure 4.13: Automatically extracted
fined by the author himacademic interests by
self.
LLMIAN

Figure 4.14: Academic interests of
the author 7, as de- Figure 4.15: Automatically extracted
fined by the author himacademic interests by
self.
LLMIAN

Figure 4.16: Academic interests of
the author 8, as de- Figure 4.17: Automatically extracted
fined by the author himacademic interests by
self.
LLMIAN
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and

The goal of the final chapter is to provide a short retrospective of the
whole thesis. A brief overview of the purpose of the work and the
studied problem is given, and contributions and results of the system
backed by the implementation and evaluation are set into the context of
current trends and research. Thesis ends with an outlook and possible
future improvements to the system.

5.1 Contribution and Results
The driving force behind this work was the need for the academic
learner model fundament in the context of the upcoming Professional
Responsive Mobile Personal Learning Environment (PRiME) project.
Simply put, we needed to somehow create a model of an "academic"
lifelong learner. We hypothesised at the beginning of the thesis, that
by mining the academic interests of a user from his published work we
will be able to create such a model. Even though it seemed that the information gathered by applying text mining algorithms on the learners’
(e.g. authors’) publications is not completely up to the task, the results
presented in the previous chapter are still promising.
Even in the worst case scenario, at least 50% results are viable and can
be used directly for academic lifelong user modeling. It is an admitted fact, that a human will extract better results given enough time.
However, in time-critical or resource-limited applications, the quick approximations that may not be perfect, may still be preferable and most
definitely usable.
This work is a proof-of-concept, that once more highlighted the usefullness of smart and directed information retrieval in user modeling.
There are two important key contributions of LLMIAN:

• a state-of-the-art combined publication search engine, including
DBLP, BibSonomy, Microsoft Academic Search, Google Scholar,
Mendeley and CiteSeerX
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• academic interests extractor, combining the state-of-the-art linguistic keyword extraction algorithms including Yahoo Content
Analyser and Topia Term Extraction with the novel keyword
weighting algorithm

5.2 Related work
The three main concepts used in this thesis namely technology enhanced learning, lifelong learner modeling and information retrieval
define an area that matures rapidly. This section gives an overview of
the recent developments in this field that helped with the development
of LLMIAN. There is a significant amount of work done in this research
area. Some of the solutions however, stand out to others:

• N-S Chen et al. [13] used relevant journal articles and conference papers in e-learning domain as data source and applied textmining techniques to automatically construct concept maps for elearning domain. The system is based on four main steps: information retrieval from academic articles, concept item extraction,
research keyword indexing and calculation of "relation strength".
The work in this thesis follows a very similar procedure, even if
the goal is different.
• Su et al. [57] proposed a new web text clustering method for personalized e-learning based on maximal frequent itemsets. They
represent the web documents by a vector space model, find the
maximal frequent word set and cluster the documents using a
maximal itemset based on a similarity measure. Even if this solution is not directly connected with user modeling, the idea behind
it is universally appliable. The idea for term weighting algorithm
for the purposes of this thesis comes partially from this solution.
• Another way to deal with detection and extraction of user (also
academic) interests is presented by Gu et al. [31]. Unlike explicit interest mining from a predefined source used in LLMIAN,
it mainly deals with implicit interest mining (behavior analysis).
Even though the solution does not directly relate to the work of
this thesis, but it offers some insight in novel web data mining
concepts.
• Winters et al. [61] used matrix recording scores for every student
and every question as a data source and applied collaborative
filtering and common-factor analysis algorithms to automatically
extract topic information. A similar idea is used in this thesis for
extracting academic interests.
• The papers published by Baker and Yacef [7] and Romero [51]
offer the definition and insight in the Educational Data Mining.
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They explain the main research problems and methods, applications and classification of EDM and provide an overview of the
state of the art.

• PersonisAD by Assad et al. [5], The SMILI by Kay et al. [11],
SUITOR [42] by Campbell et al., and VlUM by Uther [60], are
all useful examples as to how a personalized, user-friendly TEL
service should look like. Visualisation implemented in LLMIAN
is based on experiences described in these solutions.
• Webmate by Chen et al. [12] is a proxy-like personal agent for
browsing and searching. It uses a machine learning approach to
learn a user profile and filter the browsing and/or searching results accordingly. The idea they use is to extract and save the user
interests and use them for judging whether an article is relevant
or not. More similar to the "younger" work of Gu [31] they learn
the categories of interests in implicit way. The interests keywords
are weighted using the their own TFxIDF method. LLMIAN utilizes a similar procedure, and this work was the reason behind
it.
• Another usefull idea is presented by Lau et al.[38]. Noticing that
the term-based approaches often suffer from problems of polysemy and synonyms, and that they are very sensitive to term use
variation, they applied a novel feature extraction algorithm to
solve the problem of microblogging information retrieval. Similar to Webmate, they also utilize TFxIDF method, but in their
case it is used for query expansion. They showed that including
topical features such as phrases and named entities (e.g. person,
location and proper nouns) helps with the information retrieval.
Motivated by these findings, the decision is made to use rather
linguistical methods for academic interest extraction in LLMIAN.
Appart from the related work, one solution deserves special notice - the
FreeSearch1 .
Build upon the data from the DBLP, FreeSearch[22] is a joint project of
the L3S Research Center and iSearch IT Solutions GmbH that offers new
methods for simple literature search that works on any catalogs, without requiring in-depth knowledge of the metadata schema. As stated
by the authors "the system helps users proactively and unobtrusively
by guessing at each step what the user’s real information need is and
providing precise suggestions."
Practically, the system is a joint publication search engine that combines the data from DBLP, TIBKat, CiteSeer and BibSonomy. It features
spelling suggestions, field suggestions, basic visualisation, query translation and duplicate detection. If all resulting publications have the

1 http://dblp.kbs.uni-hannover.de/dblp/
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Figure 5.1: FreeSearch Interface

same author, then also advanced visualizations are provided. This includes a tag cloud generated from the publications titles and the number of publications per year. LLMIAN seems to be very similar to
FreeSearch, with the exception being the point of interest.
Where FreeSearch concentrates on precise gathering of publication information, the main goal of LLMIAN is to extract academic interests.
Therefore, the differences lie in how the data is handled and processed.
Where FreeSearch invests much in solving the duplicate publication
data problem with a method based on hashing signatures, this method
is very simplified in LLMIAN. On the other hand, FreeSearch only accounts publication title for generating a simplified author tag cloud.
This process, on the other hand, is with much more consideration in
LLMIAN. Another difference are the sources of information. Compared to FreeSearch, which gathers information from DBLP, CiteSeer
and BibSonomy, LLMIAN also includes the information from the Microsoft Academic Search, Google Scholar and Mendeley.

5.3 Outlook
Evaluation showed that the LLMIAN service provided mostly satisfactory results. This however, does not mean that we should keep the
matters as they are. There is always room for improvement. It should
be possible to improve the weighting algorithm by taking other factors
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that are currently ignored also into account as well, like time or citations count, or even citation impact and journal quality. Implementing
time would be of special importance because it would make visualisation of evolution of interests possible. Thus we would be possibly
able to predict development of interests and implement an according
recommender system.
Aside from that, even though the problem of the needle in the haystack
is not usually solved by providing more hay, it may still be of use if
more data sources are added. This especially holds for research areas
other then computer science. It may also be worth trying to make the
system automatically extract information about co-authors and use that
data to re-calculate, or at least re-order the final results. This is currently
infeasible in terms of time and a bit complex from the technical point of
view, but it will certainly be possible in the near future.
A perfect future version of LLMIAN would be able to find humancomparable academic interests in matter of moments and generate
reading recommendations accordingly. In this research area, we could
safely say that, only sky is the limit.
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